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WINTER BALL
24TH JAN, 2020

The School's Annual Winter Ball was organized for
Grades 10th, 11th and 12th in the MPH on Friday
evening. The school Round Square team took the
initiative to organize the event. Participants were
encouraged to dress up in formal attire for this
event. Boys were dressed up in smart tuxedos and
girls in beautiful attire; they seemed to enjoy at
their fullest. The dance floor and surrounding tables were full of people enjoying each other's
company as well as the snacks and desserts.
Students enjoyed the magical evening of dinner
and dancing. The Ball ended on a pleasant note
with lots of pictures being taken.

SPORTS DAY FOR SUPPORT STAFF
25TH JAN, 2020

A happy and well-integrated Support staff is the backbone for
the successful running of any organization. All our Didis and
Bhaiyyas from the various departments like Housekeeping,
Maintenance, Transport, Security, and Dining Hall enjoyed the
special event, curated for them by the Scholars in Residence.
Various events like spoon race, brick race, relay race, jalebi
race, balloon race, and tug - of - war were organized and prizes were distributed to the winners. House Parents, Principals,
Admin Staff and School Director, none stopped for a second
from partaking and imparting the delight to the staff. Residence scholars distributed refreshments to the employees.
Special mention was accorded to Mr. Mukesh Shukla
(Transport Supervisor), Mr. Mahipal Singh (Mason), Mr.
Dharamveer (Painter) and Mr. Rampravesh (Maintenance Supervisor) who received Bravery Awards for rising above and
beyond their call of duty towards the School & their counterparts.
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REPUBLIC DAY CELEBERATION
26TH JAN, 2020

The 71st Republic Day was celebrated on 26th January in all its solemnity and grandeur. The School Director- Mr David Brazeau unfurled the national flag along with the School Head Boy. The spirit of patriotism
echoed with The National Anthem. It was followed by inspiring speeches by Vinayak Singla and Suhyun
Kim on the significance of the occasion. Mr Ajay Singh (Principal- CBSE) in his address highlighted the significance of the day, and made the children aware that the future of their country lay in their hands.
Hence they need to study well now and inculcate good values in life, which will help them to be good citizens of the country. The students took pride in glorifying and celebrating the spirit of unity and brotherhood. The students dispersed after sweets with the image of the fluttering tricolor in their minds.

ACHIEVEMENTS
IGCSE RESULTS
The Residence Scholars reined in
laurels in their IGCSE Grade 10 results in Additional Mathematics. Vidit Jain, Panop Pitchayarthorn got
Grade - A* and Vidit Mahajan, Utkarsh Singhal received Grade - A.
CRICKET

We are happy to inform that Vineet Raj, an outstanding cricketer of Class 9 represented U - 19 IPSC Cricket Team in SGFI National Tournament held at Jhajjar, Haryana.
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